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pdf download those in the log, so if one is missing, this means we missed the one we wanted. Fixing
that should yield: n$m$a$b$ := IntegerDigits[{I*#&},{3,3},4] // Flatten // Sort; h = n$a$b$; a += 1;

h - h[[2, 1]] I, however, get: I = 19 and h is unchanged. Looks to me like something is wrong with
mapping to and from Mathematica's internal representation. UPDATE: Did some experiments with

the Rationalize function as suggested by @SjoerdC. Indeed, the following works: f[x_] :=
Rationalize[I*# & /@ (2 x - 1), 0] Sjoerd's suggestion that Importing the PDF file (the file format of

the Export function) might be the problem has been confirmed: In[2]:= Import["D:/664.pdf"] Out[2]=
"`2/2`" In[3]:= StringCases[Import["D:/664.pdf"], "`2/2`"] Out[3]= {"2/2"} (I had to load the PDF file

in to order to be able to do the StringCases. However, it seems that Importing any of the other
options I tried (e.g. Import["D:/664.ps"] or Import["D:/664.tiff"] or Import["D:/664.tif"]) didn't help). A:

You can use this n$m$a$b$ := IntegerDigits[{I*#&},{3,3},4] // Flatten // Sort; f[x_] :=
Union@Flatten@Cases[Rationalize[x, 0], {_, _} -> 1] (*rationalize the numbers out and use pattern

matching to put them back together*) A: The problem is that your pre-answer solution
(IntegerDigits/Flatten/Sort) consumes a symbol because it returns an Array of the String form of an

Integer-
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Interesting Research on Supply Chain Planning (CSCMP) 30/05/2015Â · In this short web page, we
have listed some interesting research papers on a topic of supply chain management. The list

contains some research on topics such as Supply Chain Value Chain... MBA Student Discusses the
Challenges of Finding a Job 24/05/2015Â · A few weeks ago the full-time MBA student who went to

interview told me that she was upset because she didn't get an interview offer. The reason? She had
gone into the interview expecting to be hired, and she didn't even get an interview. When she called
me for a consultation, she said she would have been happy to accept a job. She's looking for a job
now, and asked me how she could find a job so quickly. This is what I told her: "You need to learn

how to treat your job search more like a hobby. Instead of "job hunting", consider this a "job finding"
hobby. It's like going to the flea market to find a great deal on a nice old chair, or going into a

restaurant, ordering, then leaving with a bag full of great restaurant coupons. You look for the great
deal. When you come out of a job search... Customer service training and development

24/05/2015Â · Competence-based training (CBT) is a nationally mandated component of the
Customer Service training development program. The administration of Training Capability

Assessments (TCAs) is also required. CBT is the assessment and feedback of individuals' training-
related knowledge and skills. Training Capability Assessments are qualitative/quantitative

assessments that provide'measurable' measures of a person's competency in order to determine the
level of training or education... Interesting Research on Supply Chain Planning (CSCMP)

24/05/2015Â · In this short web page, we have listed some interesting research papers on a topic of
supply chain management. The list contains some research on topics such as Supply Chain Value

Chain... Customer service training and development 24/05/2015Â · Competence-based training (CBT)
is a nationally mandated component of the Customer Service training development program. The

administration of Training Capability Assessments (TCAs) is also required. CBT is the assessment and
feedback of individuals' training-related knowledge and skills. Training Capability Ass 6d1f23a050
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